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WHY PLAN? WHY NOW?
The City of Indianapolis is the owner of a cluster of brownfield properties adjacent to the Monon Trail in
the Martindale Brightwood, Monon Yard, and Reagan Park neighborhoods. After spending considerable time
and investment to remediate the sites, the City desired to work with the community and local stakeholders
to develop a vision plan that will inform future public and private sector development.
This vision plan was a partnership between the City of Indianapolis’ Department of Metropolitan
Development, local stakeholders and organizations, as well as the public. Greenstreet provided
outside expertise to help guide and facilitate the conversations and document market and development
opportunities related to each site. This plan will help provide direction to private developers by conveying
the community’s desires for the sites and their community, balanced against what is realistically possible
based on the brownfield status of each site and what the market will support.
It should be noted that this vision plan is not a development plan. The plan will not offer drawings or
renderings of future development. It is also not a suggestion or request for rezoning, though zoning
classifications may need to be addressed in the future. This document also does not suggest or imply a
taking of property, as these sites are all owned by the City of Indianapolis, Department of Metropolitan
Development.

IMPACTS OF COVID

This vision plan was developed during 2020 and therefore was subject to the unknowns and restrictions
related to COVID-19. This impacted both the market outlook and public engagement opportunities. The
development recommendations proposed in this vision plan are based on recent data that has not been
adjusted for impacts related to COVID. Changes in consumption patterns, household incomes, and office/
retail usage are likely to occur but impossible to forecast at the time of this plan’s finalization.
Predicting future development is difficult, even without a pandemic. The recommendations in this plan are
just that – recommendations – and should be looked at as a flexible framework for the community and
potential developers to build upon. The intent of this plan is a starting point for further conversations and
ideas for positive investment that benefits all in the neighborhoods surrounding 25th Street and the Monon
Trail.
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		Vision Plan			
Site & Market Analysis

Developer Engagement .

					Community Engagement						

Stakeholder Meeting #1
October 1, 2020

Public Meeting
November 17, 2020

Stakeholder Meeting #3
TBD, Winter 2021

Stakeholder Meeting #2
November 10, 2020

PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT
Public engagement for this plan was constrained by the COVID-19 pandemic. The City of Indianapolis worked
quickly to revise their techniques and added several alternative options including a text-to-vote survey,
virtual public meeting, radio programming, digital and paper surveys, nearly 2,000 mailed postcards and
distributed fliers. Over the course of the engagement process, residents cast 166 votes from the text-tovote campaign with SimpleTexting.com and completed 509 surveys, 58 of which were paper surveys collected
by stakeholders.
City staff and consultants conducted various brownfield, site, and market analyses to help inform public
discussion. The public input process was very different from past plans, but still extensive, including a
stakeholder committee of neighborhood leaders, business owners, and elected officials who helped guide
the process. Additionally, Greenstreet engaged the development community in a series of interviews to help
vet ideas that arose from the process.
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\\\ The Framework

OVER A SIX MONTH PERIOD, GREENSTREET
AND DMD STAFF ENGAGED NUMEROUS
STAKEHOLDERS, INDUSTRY EXPERTS, NEIGHBORS,
AND THE PUBLIC TO BETTER UNDERSTAND WHAT
SHOULD AND SHOULD NOT BE DEVELOPED ON
THE SITES SELECTED FOR STUDY.
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DECISION FRAMEWORK

ZONING &
REGULATIONS

To further the success of new construction
projects, they must adhere to a basic decision
framework that consists of three main parts:
01

What will the site support?

02

What can the market support?

03

What will the community support?

WHAT IS
CONSTRUCTED

The following section will attempt to answer
these questions.

COMMUNITY
PREFERENCE
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Zoning & Regulation

WHAT IS A BROWNFIELD?
The EPA defines a brownfield as “a property, the expansion, redevelopment, or reuse of which may be
complicated by the presence or potential presence of a hazardous substance, pollutant, or contaminant.”

Burnett-Binford, 1986

Former uses: railroad activities
and an illegal dump

Bulge, 1962

Former uses: railyard,
roundhouse, home sites

Colonial Bakery, 1986

Former uses: Delivery truck
maintenance facility

Roundhouse, 1962

Former uses: Roundhouse

Each brownfield site is unique – the amount and type of contamination and restrictions on future use of the property
(single family-residential, recreational, commercial, etc.) can vary widely from site to site. A multitude of Federal,
State, and local agencies provide tools and grants for brownfield assessment, cleanup, and redevelopment.
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Zoning & Regulation

SITE CONSIDERATIONS

NICKEL PLATE
ROUNDHOUSE

BURNETTBINFORD

BULGE

COLONIAL
BAKERY

3.38 acres

1.48 acres

16.15 acres

0.92 acres

I-2 (industrial)

D-8 (residential)

I-2 (industrial)
D-5 (residential)

I-2 (industrial)

Village Mixed-Use

Village Mixed-Use

Village Mixed-Use;
Traditional
Neighborhood

Traditional
Neighborhood

Phase I Environmental Site
Assessment

Completed

Completed

Completed

Completed

Phase II Environmental Site
Assessment

Completed

Completed

Completed

Ongoing

Completed (2019)

Completed (2014)

Expected (2021)

Expected (2021)

$65,000

$390,000

$160,000+

$520,000

Residential

Permitted

Permitted 2

TBD 3

TBD 3

Community

Permitted

Permitted 2

TBD 3

TBD 3

Commercial

Permitted

Permitted 2

TBD 3

TBD 3

Industrial

Permitted

Permitted

TBD 3

TBD 3

SITE SIZE
CURRENT ZONING
FUTURE LAND USE PATTERN

CURRENT REMEDIATION STATUS

Regulatory Closure
City of Indianapolis Investment 1
ALLOWABLE USES

(1) Investments made by City of Indianapolis Department of Metropolitan Development as of October 2020
(2) Additional Remediation required
(3) Restrictions will made explicit in the forthcoming regulatory closure documentation
note: Phase I and II Environmental Site Assessments asses property history, and sample soil and/or water to understand site contaminants. EPA information.
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Market & Land Value

POPULATION SNAPSHOT
2000-2010

2010-2020
1.46%

1.3%
0.49%

2020-2025
1.16%

0.85% 0.8%

1.04%
0.6%

ANNUAL POPULATION GROWTH RATE
source: ESRI

Focus Area 1

-1.61%

The makeup of households in
the focus area is changing,
especially when considering
age. The two largest
generations, Millennials
and Baby Boomers, are both
aging, potentially accounting
for the growth in the 35-44
age group and seniors (65+).
As they change lifestages,
these groups will continue
to shift demand for different
housing types.

Marion Co.

Indy MSA

(1) The market focus area (shown in blue) loosely reflects the area bound by I-70 to the
south, 38th Street to the north, Meridian Street to the west, and XXXX to the east.

While the focus area
experienced population decline
in the past, recent trends and
projections show an increase
in annual population growth
that is expected to outpace
that of the county and the
metropolitan statistical
area (MSA). This growth may
translate into increased
demand for housing units
depending on household sizes
and makeup.

HOUSEHOLD GROWTH BY AGE OF HOUSEHOLD
source: ESRI
geography: market study area 1

127

28

200
134

14

1,440

1,232

1,161

1,260

975

-47
-47

<25

789

-4

35-44

25-34

45-54

Base Household Population 2020

55-64

65-74

75+

New Growth 2020-2025

*Additional market analysis data can be found in the appendix of this document.
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Market & Land Value

EMPLOYMENT SNAPSHOT
During the day significant numbers of workers
commute into the focus area for employment,
adding to the neighborhood’s vibrancy and creating
additional demand for office and retail spaces. This
provides an important base of investment in the area
and another base of spending power to support
future commercial uses in the neighborhood.

4,500 jobs commuting in

30TH STREET

9,100 workers commuting out

Given the evolving trends in office use and demand
resulting from COVID protocols, it is hard to predict
what office uses will be needed in post-COVID times.
Increased virtual work and flexibility of office
users is likely, but not certain. These changes will
have a lasting impact on what future office space
looks like and how much is needed per worker.

YANDES STREET

25TH STREET

COLLEGE AVENUE

185 living and working

FOCUS AREA JOB DENSITY, 2017
source: Census on the Map

JOBS PER SQUARE MILE

N
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Market & Land Value

MARKET DEMAND SUMMARY
The estimated demand shows the range of possibilities based on current market drivers and site conditions. What is
actually consructed may differ, but this is a helpful starting point for future conversations with developers and
builders. The market analysis confirmed that residential demand is strong in the area, even on former industrial
sites as the area continues to see growing interest. The form of these units may be a mix of single family homes,
townhomes and duplexes, apartments, and other residential housing types. Some commercial uses may work here as
well, but will depend on the specific development proposal.

LOW
DEMAND

MODEST
DEMAND

STRONG
DEMAND

FIVE YEAR RESIDENTIAL DEMAND
(new units)

50 units

175 units

250 units

FIVE YEAR COMMERCIAL OFFICE/RETAIL DEMAND
(new square footage)

0 SQFT

5,000 SQFT

10,000 SQFT

Note: Greenstreet utilized demographic trends, population projections, and other economic factors to develop this range of potential real estate demand. It does not,
on its own, take into account constraints not included in this study, including utility capacities, financial feasibility of individual projects, or detailed engineering studies.
The general direction and specific ideas provided in this plan were vetted with numerous real estate developers familiar with the study area.
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Community Preference
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70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%

Health Services

Cultural Destinations

Employment Options

Easy to Walk & Bike

Housing Options

Parks & Greenspace

Easy to Drive & Park

Places to shop

Places to Eat

Wayfinding Signage

Public Art

Due to COVID restrictions and to protect public
health, DMD notified residents of the various
opportunities to provide feedback as well as
collected input primarily online or through passive
forms of engagement. Passive engagement included
installing eleven text-to-vote survey signs near the
project sites with the help of the Department of
Public Works from October to December and mailing
over 1,400 postcards to households within a halfmile radius of the project sites, in addition to outof-state property owners. The postcards educated
residents about the Vision Plan and the ways in
which they could get involved, as well as identified
nearby library locations with internet access. DMD
also worked closely with stakeholders to identity
gaps in the community engagement process and made
changes or additions as necessary. These changes
included offering a paper version of the more
detailed survey and securing a segment on local
radio show Community Connection, which boasts
a listenership of 13,000 and discusses issues that
relate to the Black community within Indianapolis.
Through the text-to-vote survey, more detailed
survey, and virtual public meeting, over 700
responses related to the Vision Plan were captured,
with the majority of respondents identifying
themselves as living near the project sites and
the most represented zip codes being 46202 and
46205. Respondents identified several recurring
themes including the need for more and diversified
housing, better and more programmed parks, and
places to shop and eat. There was a sentiment of
wanting to ensure new development continues to
reflect long-time neighborhood residents and its
historic culture.

80%

PUBLIC INPUT SUMMARY

WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING ARE MOST IMPORTANT FOR FUTURE
DEVELOPMENT WITHIN THE AREA?
source: Public input conducted by City of Indianapolis DMD, 2020
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Community Preference

PUBLIC INPUT SUMMARY
Affordable

Accessible

LARGE
APARTMENTS
20%

Attractive

Friendly

Prosperous

SMALL
APARTMENTS
48%

Safe

Traditional

CONDOS
47%

Tranquil

Unique

TOWNHOMES
58%

SINGLE-FAMILY
HOUSE
80%

Vibrant

Other

0%

WHAT TYPE OF HOUSING WOULD LOOK
MOST APPROPRIATE IN THIS AREA?

source: Public input conducted by City of Indianapolis DMD, 2020
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10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

HOW WOULD YOU MOST LIKE YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD DESCRIBED IN 10 YEARS?*
*Only asked to participants who indicated that they lived nearby.
source: Public input conducted by City of Indianapolis DMD, 2020
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Community Preference

KEY SURVEY RESPONSE TOPICS
Repeated and widely-held sentiments have been listed here, and are highlighted
throughout the recommendations with quotes from the survey respondents.

Issue: Reinvestment needed
“The area needs more activity, stores, to be cleaned up, the sidewalks and the side streets need to be
redone. Vacant, abandoned houses and lots need to be cleaned.” - Survey Respondent
“I like the amount of potential the neighborhood has to grow.” - Survey Respondent
“There are some deep-rooted family still here and a sense of community. I would love for development
to [continue] further east of college ... with the other neighborhoods.” - Survey Respondent

\\\ 25
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Issue: Housing Options

Issue: Connect with Frederick Douglass Park

Many would like a mix of housing
options, but few wanted large or bulky
apartment buildings.

Many want to expand on the programming
offered at Frederick Douglass Park, and make
the park easier to access from the Monon.

Issue: Safety

Issue: Affordability

“The neighborhood currently has several
boarded up houses. Streets and sidewalks
are in need of repair which presents
an eyesore and lack of safety for the
community.” - Survey Respondent

Many respondents would like to see a range
of housing prices, limiting luxury units and
ensuring affordable units, especially for
seniors to stay in the community.

Issue: Parks/Open Space

Issue: Local Business Opportunities

Many have asked for improved and expanded
access to publicly accessible green space
and park space, with amenities for all, and
public art that reflects the history and
culture of the neighborhood.

Most agreed some space for local entrepreneurs
would help local wealth building and maintaining
the area’s character.
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Community Preference

COMMUNITY VISION & VALUES

Neighborhood vision: Improve the quality of life in our neighborhood through
responsible public and private redevelopment of these sites that offers housing
options and public space accessible to all.

WE WANT
INVESTMENT.

The residents should
have real influence,
not be engaged
as an afterthought.
Opportunities for local
participation should be
meaningful.
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KEEP OUR
NEIGHBORHOOD
AFFORDABLE
AND MIXEDINCOME.
A mix of housing
types, sizes, and
prices should allow
for existing and new
residents to feel
welcome.

IMPROVE THE
SAFETY OF OUR
NEIGHBORHOOD.
We want investment
on vacant land,
infrastructure
improvements
including street
lighting, and public
park amenities to keep
our children engaged
in safe spaces.

WE WANT
PLACES TO
GATHER AND
EAT.

IMPROVE THE
WALKABILITY
OF OUR
NEIGHBORHOOD.

Public spaces should
serve all ages and
some commercial
opportunities
should be explored
for neighborhood
businesses.

East-west connections
should improve
access to Frederick
Douglass Park and
open up access to
redevelopment within
the Bulge site.
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OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

\\\

IMPACTS OF COVID
As noted elsewhere in the document, the short- and long-term implications of COVID-19 are still unknown.
Changes in household income, commuting and virtual work, and consumer spending and shopping behaviors
are likely to have a significant impact on what is developed.
Impacts are likely to include changes in residential consumer preferences - increased/improved outdoor
spaces and need for home offices. Reductions in household incomes are more likely to affect the lower and
moderate income households who may lack the savings necessary to overcome lapses in employment. This
will affect some household’s ability to pay rent or purchase appropriate housing.
Furthermore, changes in work, including the ability to work-from-home, are likely to influence the future
development of commercial office space. Smaller offices with more flexibility to accommodate mobile
employees will likely reduce demand for traditional office space.
As people become more accustomed to online shopping and delivery, the demand for brick and mortar retail
stores may decrease. New concepts and pop-ups, which were already experiencing an increase, will likely
continue as more consumers nix traditional in-store shopping.

\\\

COMMERCIAL SPACES
Commercial spaces are an amenity, and while risky especially in light of COVID-19, can be an attractive
element that add vitality to a neighborhood. In order to support development of commercial spaces on these
sites though, creativity and flexibility will be required to for such uses to be sustainable.

\\\

THE MONON TRAIL (AND OTHER PUBLIC SPACES)
The Monon Trail is one of the community’s biggest assets, especially from a marketing standpoint. New
development should encourage and create meaningful interactions with the trail.
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\\\ The Vision Plan

UTILIZING THE LEARNINGS AND DESIRES
FROM THE FRAMEWORK, A VISION PLAN
WAS CREATED TO GUIDE FAVORABLE
REDEVELOPMENT OF THE SELECT CITYOWNED BROWNFIELDS.
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GUIDING PRINCIPLES
The framework helped to define the community’s desires as well as the market’s ability to support new development.
Taking both into consideration, a set of guiding principles was developed to inform new investment that occurs in the
focus area. Every investment may not fully support every guiding principle. The principles are a starting point for
developers’ plans and for on-going discussions to help ensure that the outcomes of this planning effort are realized.

RECONNECT THE
NEIGHBORHOOD
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CREATE
NEW RENTAL
OPPORTUNITIES

ADD DIVERSE
HOUSING OPTIONS

INVEST IN PARKS
AND AMENITIES

PAGE 20

!

!

!

RECONNECT THE
NEIGHBORHOOD
TO IMPROVE
ACCESSIBILITY

There are no connections across
the Monon Trail between 25th and
30th Streets, limiting access to
Frederick Douglass Park. Additionally,
several sidewalks and curbs in the
neighborhood are in need of upgrades.
Improvement of crossings and pedestrian
infrastructure, like sidewalks, would
greatly enhance the walkability and
access in the neighborhood.
Poor Sidewalk Rating 1
Poor Curb Rating 1
Abandoned/Vacant Property 2

Multi-Use Trail

!

Connectivity Barrier

(1) Sidewalk and Curb data sourced from City of Indianapolis, October 2020
(2) Abandoned/Vacant data sourced from the City of Indianapolis, 2019
A property is defined as vacant if there is no open health and hospital order and one of
the following is true:
•
No water for more than 12 months
•
Open unsafe building order from BNS
•
No water for at least six months and a city resolved vacant board order in the last
six months
A property is defined as abandoned if it is vacant and one of the follow is true:
•
Open unsafe building order for longer than 6 months and there is no active permit
•
Open unsafe building order for longer than 6 months and one tax payment
delinquent
•
Two tax payments or more delinquent
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ADD DIVERSE
HOUSING OPTIONS

Single-family, two-family, carriage
houses, and four-unit buildings
currently exist throughout the
neighborhood. Affordable (at multiple
levels; 80% Area Median Income, 50% AMI,
30% etc) and market rate homes with a
range of bedroom counts (studio - four
bed) should encourage diverse housing
types and compatible design to support a
variety of income levels and people.
The Monon Trail is a significant
asset for the neighborhood. New
construction should address the Monon
if properties are adjacent to the trail.

Photo credits clockwise starting top right: CNU; INHP; NEON Architects; M Live; Convergence; Lincoln Institute of Land Policy
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CREATE
NEW RENTAL
OPPORTUNITIES

To ensure the new housing types seamlessly integrate with existing homes and buildings, townhomes and two- to four-unit
structures can add rental options while sensitively integrating density into the neighborhood. Affordability and mixedincome options are more likely when density is increased and housing types vary.

Photo credits from left to right: Apartment Finder; Google Streetview; Englewood CDC
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INVEST IN PARKS
AND AMENITIES
Some portion of the Bulge site
will likely become parks space. It is
important to create both passive and
active elements to create dynamic and
engaging amenities within the open
space. Amenities for children, adults,
and other user groups is essential
to making the park welcoming for
all. In addition to traditional parks,
preservation of trees across all sites
is important to protect the character
of the neighborhood and providing
environmental, health, and economic
benefits associated with trees.

Photo credits clockwise: Visit Reno Tahoe; Johnston Architects; Pinterest; Bring Fido
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Case Study

BRYANT HEIGHTS /// SEATTLE, WA
JOHNSTON ARCHITECTS

Bryant Heights in Seattle is a prime example of
how to integrate various housing types into a
neighborhood. The whole-block development
contains live/work units which provide some
commercial space on the higher traffic street
and are lower risk for a developer since they can
be rented as purely residential or commercial as
demands shift. The remainder of the block contains
homes and townhomes that fit into the existing
residential context. Materials and building forms
draw from the surrounding neighborhood.
Many of the tall trees were preserved where
appropriate. This provides a unique opportunity for
new development to feel more established. It also
provides site and environmental bonuses including
shading, windbreaks, and scale; creating more
balance between the new and existing buildings.
Photo credits left to right: Johnston Architects; Johnston Architects
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DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
The following development program is intended to balance what the site can accommodate, what the market will bear,
and what the community has advocated for. The overall development program for the four sites under study consists
of 50-250 units, 0-10,000 square feet of commercial, and 4-6 acres of greenspace/plazas/open space.

NICKEL PLATE
ROUNDHOUSE
SITE SIZE
PROPOSED LAND USE

LOW INTENSITY RESIDENTIAL

BURNETTBINFORD

BULGE

COLONIAL
BAKERY

3.38 acres

1.48 acres

16.15 acres

0.92 acres

Residential, Open Space

Residential

Residential, Open
Space, Parking

Residential

n/a

10-30 units

n/a

10-20 units

HIGH INTENSITY RESIDENTIAL

10-50 units

n/a

20-150 units

n/a

COMMERCIAL OFFICE/RETAIL 1

n/a

n/a

TBD

n/a

TBD

n/a

TBD

n/a

yes

n/a

yes

n/a

PARKS/OPEN SPACE
VEHICULAR ACCESS/PARKING

(1) Street has limiting dimensions for a prominent commercial space. Instead live/work units or space for food trucks and other temporary amenities may work best.
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BURN
E T TBINF
ORD

THE BULGE 16.15 ac

Proposed Development Program

As the largest site, the Bulge holds the most
potential to dramatically transform the area and
influence adjacent development. It is critical that
this site is developed properly to set the tone for
other future development.

WINTHROP AVENUE

28TH STREET

26TH STREET

PARK/OPEN SPACE 5+ ac
Access to greenspace is an important urban amenity.
The size of the Bulge site offers an opportunity to
create a new park of at least five acres.
NICKEL PLATE
ROUNDHOUSE

HIGHER DENSITY HOUSING

This site can accommodate a range of higher density
somewhere between 20 and 150 units depending on
product type. Given the prominence and attractiveness
of the Monon, this development should have Monon
frontage as well as a neighborhood frontage.

COMMERCIAL OFFICE/RETAIL

This site holds the greatest potential to establish a
destination along this stretch of the Monon. However,
the most visible corner at 25th Street has limiting
dimensions for larger retail. Instead, live/work or a
temporary type (ie. food trucks) commercial amenity
could work.

Issue: Local Business Opportunity

26TH STREET
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Sites

Higher Density Housing

Park

Vehicular Access/Parking

Monon Trail

Commercial Office/Retail
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BURN
E T TBINF
ORD

NICKEL PLATE
ROUNDHOUSE

3.38 ac

Proposed Development Program

28TH STREET
28TH STREET

This site can serve as a key landmark development
on the east side of the Monon. The form should
relate to the Bulge development across the trail.

PARK/OPEN SPACE

WINTHROP AVENUE

Greenspace is an important amenity in attracting
residents and visitors. This smaller park on 28th Street
should differ from the park proposed on the Bulge site
to ensure a variety of active, passive, and programmed
parks are available in the neighborhood.

HIGHER DENSITY HOUSING

THE BULGE

This former roundhouse site can accommodate a range
of higher density somewhere between 10 and 50 units
depending on product type. This development should
have a significant Monon frontage and integrate with
the proposed linear park.
27TH STREET

POTENTIAL GREENSPACE

YANDES STREET

The existing remnant of the Nickel Plate right of way
could be cleared and made safe and accessible while
preserving select trees.
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25TH STREET

Issue: Connect with Frederick
Douglass Park

Sites

Higher Density Housing

Park

Vehicular Access/Parking

Monon Trail

Potential Greenspace
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WINTHROP AVENUE

COLONIAL BAKERY 0.92 ac
Proposed Development Program

This site offers a key infill housing opportunity
to stitch together the residential fabric of the
neighborhood.

LOWER DENSITY HOUSING

GUILFORD AVENUE

25TH STREET

This site could accommodate 10 to 20 units of lower
density housing. These new homes should complement
the existing housing patterns found in the nearby
portions of the neighborhood with slightly different
formats including: one-, two-, and four-unit homes of
two to three stories where appropriate.

Sites
Lower Density Housing
24TH STREET
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BURNETT-BINFORD
Proposed Development Program

1.48 ac

This site is another opportunity to re-establish
the residential fabric of the neighborhood while
simultaneously addressing the Monon.

M AC

PHER

SON

AV E N

UE

29TH STREET

LOWER DENSITY HOUSING

WINTHROP AVENUE

28TH STREET

Homes on this site should front the Monon and
be designed to provide a balance of privacy with
trail engagement through transparent facades and
alley-loaded parking when possible. This site could
accommodate 10 to 30 units of lower intensity housing.
Product could include one-, two-, and four-unit homes
as well as two to three story townhomes.

Issue: Housing Options
Don’t want: “Apartment buildings that
block out the sun on the monon”

Sites
Lower Density Housing
Monon Trail

\\\ 25
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OPPORTUNITY FOR INCLUSIVE DEVELOPMENT
A thoughtful redevelopment of these 22 acres can result in an enlivened community that welcomes more neighbors
and investment to everyone’s benefit. Without the involvement of neighborhood advocates and the cooperation of the
public and private sector stakeholders, these sites may continue to languish or result in narrow financial gains for a
few select individuals and firms.
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FURTHER RESOURCES

\\\ 25

\\\

PEOPLE’S PLANNING ACADEMY
A City of Indianapolis, DMD-led program that provides participants with training around city planning initiatives.

\\\

INHP HOMEOWNERSHIP AND FINANCIAL COUNSELING
An offering of programs, clubs, and advising aimed at preparing residents for homeownership within Indianapolis.

\\\

ANATOMY OF BROWNFIELDS REDEVELOPMENT (US ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY, 2019)
An introduction to the challenges and opportunities of redeveloping brownfield sites.

\\\

COMMUNITY ACTIONS THAT DRIVE BROWNFIELDS REDEVELOPMENT (US ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY, 2019)
A guide to help communities with brownfields to more successfully address community revitalization and brownfieldsrelated challenges.

\\\

COMMUNITY TRANSFORMATION THROUGH BROWNFIELDS REDEVELOPMENT (CENTER FOR CREATIVE LAND RECYCLING, 2017)
A paper that examines the positive effects of brownfield redevelopment on communities.

\\\

ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION AND REAL ESTATE (URBAN LAND INSTITUTE, 2016)
This report discusses the relationship between walking, bicycling, and real estate.

\\\

SMART GROWTH AND EQUITABLE DEVELOPMENT (US ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY, 2016)
A collection of resources on smart growth approaches to addressing long-standing environmental, health, and economic
disparities.

\\\

CREATING PLACES (INDIANA HOUSING AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY)
An innovative placemaking funding option that involves community input and investment.

\\\

PLAYBOOK FOR INCLUSIVE PLACEMAKING (PROJECT FOR PUBLIC SPACES, 2019)
A guide for inclusive planning of public spaces in cities.
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